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The God of Every
Circumstance
by Rev. Fr. Calinic Berger

This year many of us are probably getting ready
for a “different” kind of Christmas. Although the challenges and obstacles placed into our lives by COVID and its restrictions have been difficult – at times,
perhaps, excruciating – in the case of Christmas,
they just might become the opportunity of blessing.
The birth of Jesus Christ was not a public event.
The Son of God was welcomed into the world in total obscurity. The world was literally asleep. Only a few souls
keeping vigil in the deep cold of a winter night were privileged to witness the angelic choir and to the venerate the
newborn Babe. No one, it seems, came from Bethlehem.
The angels sang gloriously that night, but their song did
not disturb the surrounding silence. The first Christmas,
indeed, was a quiet one.
The traditional celebration of Christmas in all cultures
has always been likewise. Unlike the glorious, explosive
triumph of Pascha, the joy of Christmas is markedly subdued. It is a celebration that centers on that which is most
tender and truly miraculous in human life: The arrival of a
human being into the world. Tremendous joy, for certain,
but not the triumphant joy of a Conqueror, but the sublime,
inner joy of beholding a revelation of the holy image of
God. This image is clearly seen in the face of every newborn child. How much more sublime was this miracle at
Christmas, when the Child revealing this holy image was
at the same time its very Archetype.
Quiet, all but unknown to a world which did not care,
the birth of Christ literally opened heaven, and the angelic doxology harmoniously rang out. But back on earth,
things were far from ideal. The birth of Christ took place
in the midst of every unfavorable circumstance imaginable. His mother was young. His step-father, doubting. It
was the middle of a winter night, far from home, in the
midst of cave used as a stable, certainly filled with germs.

Moreover, the political machinations of the world would
not tolerate this birth, and soon the defenseless family
had to flee impending violence. Indeed, more unfavorable
circumstances could hardly be imagined.
Yet our God is the God of every circumstance and out of
any, no matter how unfavorable, He can make something
beautiful. Those who seek His will and obey His voice will
see His purposes. But we must obey. The simple shepherds – uneducated and often scorned – came straight
to the mystery by obedience to their revelation. The erudite and politically connected Magi came by a different
route – the traditional icon of the Nativity shows the Magi
still travelling – as the Gospel of Matthew tells us they
arrived later, “after Jesus was born,” not telling us specifically where the star took them except to say it was “where
the Child was,” already “in the house.” Nevertheless, their
determined focus saw them through the perilous journey
so as to kneel before the Son of God.
Perhaps, therefore, this year we have an opportunity to
experience something more of that first, quiet Christmas, in
the midst of unfavorable circumstances, in which the typical distractions of the season have been in large measure
taken away. But to do so, we must, like the shepherds,
keep vigil; and like the Magi, overcome all obstacles to follow the star; and like both, kneel before the newborn Child
and offer Him our gifts. Then indeed our vision of the mystery will be all the more clear and our inner joy all the more
full when we cry out, Christ is born! Glorify Him!
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Bulletin Board

Bishop Basil Endowment

Honor Bishop BASIL on his name day, the Feast
of St. Basil the Great, January 1, with a gift to
the Endowment Fund that bears his name for
establishing and maintaining missions within the
Diocese of Wichita and Mid-America. Make mail your
check to St. George Cathedral - Wichita - payable
to “St George Cathedral and earmark “Bishop Basil
Endowment”, and take this opportunity to honor
Bishop BASIL.

Late Fall
Continuing Catechesis

Prayer in the Orthodox Church
December 2:
The Pre-Communion Prayers – Dn. David
December 9:
Finding & Keeping a Prayer Rule
– Victoria Sherry
December 16:
Prayers to the Theotokos – Fr. Calinic
All presentations will follow
Wednesday Vespers at 7:15pm
Note: That there may be a slight delay
In-person and live stream at

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82361961493?pwd=a1
dhdENzVS80YmxhVitUYTNFdGlMZz09
Meeting ID: 823 6196 1493
Passcode: 67206
This will be broadcast on our usual Facebook and
YouTube links as well
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCnOr97AzdC5YM3NDDt-xEXA
Facebook:stgeorgewichita/
Facebook:

DecEMBER

FASTING

The Nativity Fast is observed through
December 24th. From Nativity through
January 4 there is no fasting.
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2021 STEWARDSHIP DRIVE
Please remember to complete your pledge card for
2021 & return it to the Cathedral office.

Nativity Services

THURSDAY
December, 24

9:30a Royal Hours
4:00p Vesperal
Liturgy

FRIDAY
December, 25

8:00a Orthros
9:30a Divine
Liturgy

Theophany
Home
Blessings

If you would like Fr. Paul or Fr. Calinic to
come bless your home during the
Theophany season, please email Gina at
gina@stgeorgecathedral.net or call
the Cathedral Office 636-4676

by Monday, December 28th

ST IGNATIUS SUNDAY is December 20th. On this day
members of the Order are reminded that ours is a ministry of faith, love and sacrificial giving. All are invited to
become part of this important ministry. We ask you to join
us. Bishop BASIL will be inducting new members on this
day. Members are asked to wear their crosses to church.
For more information call Gayle Malone 253-0970 or Joan
Farha 806-9640.
DEC 2020

Bits & Pieces

Farewell Friends
family,
Hello St. George family,
from Jacksonville, FLA!
Terry and I both retired from our law practices and
made the huge decision to move to Florida to be
with family. We left Wichita a couple of months
ago and stayed with our daughter Logan for a few
weeks, while the house we purchased, was being
remodeled. We have now moved into our home,
still a work in progress.

Gary & Roslyn Brittain

Gary and Roslyn Brittain have relocated to the Kansas City area.
Roslyn has been a lifetime member of St George parish, and
served as Office Manager for our church for 37 years.
May God grant you many years!
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Dear Patou,
Tha

We are writing you this letter to express our deepest gratitude
to you and Nikki for your efforts in organizing the “Heartbreak
and Heroes” fund raising event following the Beirut Port Explosion tragic event on August 4th.
Achrafieh 2020’s team were on Ground Zero a few minutes following the explosion and provided all kinds of assistance
alongside other NGOs, the Red Cross, Civil Defense and other
organizations. Your generous donation of $ 89,828.97 is well
received and currently being used in helping the displaced families with care boxes, medical supplies and replacement of windows and doors.
On behalf of Achrafieh 2020 and the people of Lebanon, we
would like to thank you and the team at St George Orthodox
Cathedral represented by Father Paul O’Callaghan and all the
generous donors for their solidarity with the Lebanese people.
Once again, the Lebanese diaspora in Wichita and the American people have proven that humanity goes beyond borders.
Our hearts are full of love, respect and thankfulness to you all.
Sincerely,

Akram Nehme

Treasurer - Achrafieh 2020

Logan moved to Jacksonville, about a year and a
half ago. She is a pediatric intensive care nurse
at Wolfson’s Children’s Hospital. Our sons, Austin
and Spencer live in Kansas City. Austin is a partner
with the law firm, Stueve Siegel Hanson LLP and
Spencer is a surgical nurse at KU Med Center.
My sister, Tammy and brother-in-law, Jay live in
Jacksonville. Their son J.C. has opened a couple
of restaurants and is working on a third. Tammy
began baking cakes for J.C.’s restaurants which
has now led to our opening a bakery. It is called
“The Bakery Jax” and is next door to J.C.’s restaurant, “The Local.” We are on Facebook and Instagram, if you would like to see what we are up to.
I am back to working a full-time job, along with my
sister and Logan on her days off from the hospital. Terry is keeping very busy working on projects
around the house.
My brother, H.D. and his wife Patti, also recently
purchased a home in Jacksonville. They will be
moving from Maryland, in February.
Leaving Wichita, our family in Wichita and our St.
George family has been very difficult, but we will
be back to visit. We are only sorry we weren’t able
to see everyone before we left. In some strange
way our time away from Church during Covid, may
have made it a little easier to leave. I am thankful
for streaming services which helps us to remain
connected! We miss and love you all, please don’t
forget us. We expect lots of visitors!
							
In Christ,

The Moores
Robin, Terry, Austin, Spencer & Logan

Article

St. George Cathedral Choir Ministry
by Chris Farha, Director

both Byzantine and 4-part Choral Music, encouraged
church musicians to extract the beauty, the ethereal,
the most penetrating styles of music to assemble and
use a collection that he called “American Orthodox
Music for all times.”

For 35 short years, I have been directing the St. George
Choir. When I started singing, I was timid and among
the youngest singers. I never took a vocal music class,
but loved singing harmony to popular music. As my
knowledge and love for the Church increased, so did my
love for Sacred Music.
Upon return from the very first camping year at the Antiochian Village, I had been exposed to a life-changing
experience in which Sacred Music had became the
prayer of my heart, text and music together as one. In
particular, one hymn that opened my eyes and kindled a
fire in my soul that summer was the Exapostilarion from
the service of Holy Thursday evening. The camp nurse
played recordings of her parish choir day and night and
the Exapostilarion was my request every evening. “In
one moment, Thou didst graciously grant paradise to the
wise thief, O Lord. Illumine Thou me also by the Tree of
the Cross and save me.”
The hymnography unites us with Christ and fills our soul
with the promise of salvation. It was this same style of
music, 4-part choral, that St. George and churches in
our Diocese and all across North America started singing in English when visionary +Metropolitan Antony
Bashir of thrice blessed memory, directed Fr. Michael
Gelsinger, and later Fr. Michael Simon, Fr. James Meena, and Professor Michael Hilko to translate music into
English and train singers to employ it in their Liturgies
and Divine Services. He knew that in North America, in
order for the Church to thrive, services in the vernacular were essential.
Years later, +Metropolitan Philip, who kept a close
connection to his old country roots but had a love for
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As church musicians, we are called to much, much more
than singing beautiful notes to make a nice sound. The
music we select, the manner in which we sing it, the
amount of preparation we put in to it, all play a part in
how successful we are in revealing the truth and allowing the light to shine without distraction or interruption to
prayer.
There are varying degrees of light. A very dim light is
light, however it might not help us see clearly. The same
holds true with music. When people walk in to an Orthodox service for the first time, it is the music that draws
them in immediately. If done well, it connects them. It
goes straight to their heart. Intellectualizing the experience comes later. At Vespers or Orthros, the tones of
the chant set a scene, if you will, and the text teaches
the theology of the Church both in general terms and
specific to a season, feast, saint or event.
The role of the Choir in the Liturgy – the work of the
people – is to lead the congregation in prayer. Each of
us are called to give our talents to the glory of God. For
singers, it is to offer our voices as one collective voice,
to bring the text to life in the ear and heart of those who
gather. The text must be enhanced by the music and the
music by the text, together becoming mutually enriching.
There is no more rich or beautiful text than the texts of
our services in all of literature, whether religious or other.
Our music should be of a beauty and clarity that is worthy of those texts, that enhances the meaning of those
texts. The text is primary and the music is there to make
the text become clear to us all.
Our job as a choir is to aid the faithful in the act of prayer.
It’s not to entertain, stand out, to eliminate boredom, to
fill gaps with song or to distract. It is to respond to the
priest in a natural and organic way. Truly, you must
lose yourself as a singer and not call attention to your
voice. The liturgy has a flow, a rhythm, that when executed properly, is fertile ground for perfect prayer. The
continues pg. 7
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Article

Why I’m thankful for church now more
than ever before
The words of a familiar
song echo in my head
these days: “Don’t it always seem to go that
you don’t know what you
got ‘till it’s gone.” It’s true
isn’t it? Sometimes you
don’t know how good
you have it until something precious gets taken
from you.

by Jentzen Franklin, christianpost.com

I know that’s how I felt
when church as I knew
it had the rug pulled out
from under it. In the early
days of the pandemic
we closed the doors on
in-person worship, unsure when we’d be able to safely
gather together again.
As the weeks rolled on, I experienced an emptiness I
hadn’t known before. It didn’t take long to discover what
I had too often taken for granted: fellowship and community.
This Thanksgiving, I’m certainly thankful for a number of
things — breath in my lungs, my wife and children, my
network of unwavering friends and mentors, and financial provisions. But it’s what was missing for much of the
year that I keep thanking God for over and over again
these days.
We’ve always said it, in one way or another, how much
we need community, encouragement, and connection
— the critical elements of a church body. Yet it wasn’t
until we felt its absence that we understood these aren’t
simply ideals we pay lip service to. The church, and the
numerous ways it feeds our spiritual, emotional, and
physical wellbeing, is truly an essential part of life.
I’m thankful for the ways the church responded to help
those most affected by our economy coming to a grinding halt earlier this year. Meals, transportation, and
phone calls to those isolated and alone were just a few
of the ways my friends were able to be a blessing when
things got messy. What’s more, many in our church
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found ways to continue
the ministries we already had in place for
the vulnerable in our
neighborhoods,
with
complicated new rules
and limitations to take
into consideration.

I’m thankful for fellowship with a common
purpose. It’s refreshing
to gather every Sunday — and other times
throughout the week
as well — and get
some spiritual nourishment, learn from each
other, pray with each other, and celebrate with each
other. We build upon relationships that have roots far
below the surface. We stand alongside (albeit a little
more spaced out at the moment) close friends and family and lift our eyes off our problems and instead fix our
gaze on the one who sees every tear and wraps us in
unfailing love. There is no replacement for this fiercely
loved and fiercely loving group of people.
There’s a reason we are told not to forsake “the assembling of ourselves together” in the Book of Hebrews. It
wasn’t simply a rule to follow out of obligation. It was
instructed for our benefit. God knew we would need
each other, and that we needed to make a good habit
of physically being in each other’s presence.
I’m also thankful for the freedom to gather and worship
without fear. And I’m thankful for those who see the value in this, who respect our convictions, and protect this
most precious human right.
This pandemic caused a lot of pain and frustration to
bubble to the surface; but it also brought out the best in
my church family. Wherever you worship, and whoever
you worship with, I hope you’ve found countless reasons to be thankful in this tumultuous year. And please,
don’t ever take church for granted any longer. I promise
I won’t either.
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Missions

Floyd Frantz Wichita Missionary to Romania, Moldova, Africa, and Alaska
Your Missions Dollars at Work

Re-introducing Floyd

Floyd recently returned to Kansas from his latest work
in Alaska, at St. Herman’s Seminary, to seek some medical treatment. The Mission Support Team with Father
Paul had a zoom meeting to catch up on the new work
he’s been doing in Alaska since our last report to you
before he began the 2020-2021 school year.
His report prompted memories of the years of work
Floyd has faithfully carried out in rescuing those with
substance abuse issues, and building up programs and
training workers to do that life- and soul-saving work, and
the partnership we’ve been privileged to enjoy with him.
This article hearkens back to some of his earliest reports
on record with us as he started his work in Romania (that
spread to Moldova and Africa and now Alaska) in 2000—
yes, over 20 years ago!
We see now that we must
remind ourselves of the
work—the kind and the efficacy of it—to understand his
current ministry that has the
potential to change the spiritual life of Alaska, and, eventually, our part of the world: the
“lower 48!” We offer a series
of memories in chapters in
this and subsequent issues of The Cathedral Messenger. We pray you will be attentive to these stories and be
urged to pray on for this wonderful ministry as you have
for the past 20 years!! The St. George Mission Team
and Floyd and Ancuta are grateful for your financial and
prayerful support and we thank God for watching over
and empowering so many lives through this work!!

Chapter 1

pain medication]…
we are all sad…but
that’s life….comes
and goes.
“We had a nice [AA]
group today [in their
prison ministry] [that]
we’ll continue with another round of 12 sessions.” Floyd notes
that an AA group they started in a town nearby is helping to
carry the message of AA recovery in the prison.
The social worker says someone is driving her to another town, where they have a program in the long term
care psychiatric hospital (where few are ever released,
says Floyd). She says, “We have 3 social work students
for the summer practice…and
various
students are taking
flyers to parishes
and Al-Anon (groups
for family members
of AA members) and
other AA groups.
Floyd notes that this
working
arrangement is with students of the local university. The social
worker reports that the next week is the deadline for her
master’s program project. Floyd encourages his staff to
improve their education, even though in Romania someone with a master’s degree only makes about $400 a
month. He notes that when he started, eight years ago
[in 2000] the salary for a social worker was $60/month.
He mentions that the university has hired two of his social
workers to work with social-work students.

Several St. George members are God-children of Floyd
Frantz—an indicator of his ministry in Wichita long before
his overseas work began! One of the earliest records we
have of Floyd’s work comes after he had begun his substance-abuse ministry, The St. Dimitrie Project, in Romania. It is a newsletter in September of 2008. Floyd was,
by then, working in Moldova, but he included a report
from one of the St. Dimitrie social workers in Romania.
The back and forth nature of the newsletter, Floyd said,
represented a fairly typical week for them.

The social worker reports that their St. Dimitrie house
basement has water in it. She says, “George was supposed to come and look what he can do.” George is their
plumber. He came into their program in 2002 and had
been sober 6 years. Now he owns his own business. She
also mentions two kids who are living in the streets and are
coming to Casa Alba, their day-center. Floyd says, “Most
of them are addicted to alcohol, sex, huffing glue, or all
three. They only respond to one thing, and that is love,
nothing else. And it’s what they need the most.”

“The week is almost ending and seems like a month
here [in the TB hospital]…We have some bad news about
Gabi [one the guys in their group who had been sober almost 5 years]. The doctor is saying he has lung cancer…
He’s in a lot of pain….Gabi can’t wait the 2-3 days [to get

You will read in Floyd’s most recent report about the
Biblical and very Orthodox roots of the AA program in
subsequent chapters, and you will recognize what kind
of Love wins out in the programs Floyd has established in
numerous [now blessed!] places!!
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Community Corner
Communiity Support
Commun

by Traci Spencer

we’d love to have you join us!
“for I was hungry and you gave Me drink; I was a stranger
and you took Me in; I was naked and you clothed Me;
I was sick and you visited Me; I was in prison and you
came to Me” — Matthew 25: 35-36

Completed Proj
Projects
Warming Souls Center

St George community support team supported the
Warming Souls Center project Thursday, November
19th. Members took casseroles, Texas toast, cookies, fruit and granolas bars (for their breakfast) and
dropped them off. We did not serve it due to Covid
numbers increasing.

What’s Coming Up?
Agencies for 2021

Please let Traci Spencer or Debbi Elkouri know if you
have agencies that you want us to support.

Meetings will be via email.

Email: gina@stgeorgecathedral.net if
you’d like to be included. When Covid numbers go
down, we will re-evaluate in person meetings.

St. George Cathedral Choir Ministry
. . . continued

fewer times we interrupt with pitches and key changes,
the more we contribute to that perfect prayer. This is
our goal, what we strive for in the way we execute the
music sung. In as much as is possible, we select our
music to minimize interruption to the flow. If we choose
major or minor keys, we do so with continuity in mind, a
seamlessness within the service.
In the selection of music, we desire to have a common
thread in sound of the “Liturgy of the Word” and also
for the “Liturgy of the Faithful.” The Liturgy of the Word
takes us from “Blessed is the Kingdom” through the
Gospel reading and homily. Fr. Alexander Schmemann
said to think of the Ektenias as “punctuation” in the flow
of the Liturgy of the Word, giving us pause to ponder
the Antiphons and their Psalm verses. It is important
that throughout these groupings we keep the sound
similar. There are sensible breaks in the division of
that section where a slight change in sound would not
be a distraction, particularly after the Antiphons and after the changeable hymns, prior to the Trisagion Hymn.
We choose either major or minor without mixing both
within a grouping, as well as giving consideration to
various composers’ styles.
The Liturgy of the Faithful goes from the Cherubic
Hymn through the conclusion of the Liturgy. In this
section, there are three spoken prayers that naturally
break the flow of sound. After any of these spoken
prayers, a different key, style or sound can be selected
without jarring or startling the listener.
In our rehearsals, we read one of a collection of prayers
from Abbess Thaisia’s “Prayers Before Singing.” In
closing I would like to share with you a short prayer
from that collection that we read together last Sunday.
Hopefully, it will illustrate to you our desire and commitment as church singers and the seriousness with
which we approach our ministry.

Merry Christmas
with Love and Peace
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“Glory to Thee Our God, Glory to Thee. O Lord, may I
strive with all my strength to concentrate attentively on
the words I pronounce. Grant that they would come
from the depth of my soul. May the vivifying grace
of the Holy Spirit that is vested in them pour into the
hearts of those who hear them, and may they who hear
be raised from earth to heaven, becoming enlightened,
strengthened and sanctified by they might. Glory and
praise unto Thee, O Lord, Glory to Thee.”
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